Investigation into the impact of couch sag on delivered dose.
The effect of couch sag on treatment delivery accuracy has been investigated by modelling the variation of delivered dose from planned dose due to the difference between the treatment and simulation couches. The couch sag of the Siemens (Concord, USA) Primus linac was determined relative to the couch sag of the Siemens (Germany) Sensation 4 CT Scanner. A phantom planning study was then undertaken to evaluate the likely clinical impact of the couch sag through an evaluation of changes in dose distribution, dose volume histograms and monitor units. The couch sag was simulated by altering the angle of the CT gantry when obtaining image studysets. A second investigation into the effects of couch sag was undertaken using an existing patient CT studyset. For this investigation, the couch sag was simulated by appropriate rotation of the gantry and collimator angles. The effect of couch sag on calculated monitor units (MU) was found to be statistically insignificant. The small monitor unit changes observed were likely to result from differences in the average linear attenuation coefficient along the beam path to the isocentre. The major differences seen however were in the regions away from the central axis. The dose volume histograms showed that both the bladder and rectum were further spared with increasing tilt angle whilst the PTV dose was unchanged. The only issue at South West Sydney Cancer Services (SWSCS) in terms of patient position variation arises from the angle induced by the couch sag (or more precisely, the difference in couch sag angle between the CT and Linac couches). Due to the relatively uniform structures (of PTV, bladder and rectum), and the proximity of these critical structures to the isocentre, this angular rotation about the isocentre did not cause any major variations to the DVH, MU and isodoses for realistic levels of couch sag (i.e. less than 20mm).